Introduction
A lateral Insulated Bipolar Gate Transistor (LIGBT) has attracted considerable attention for power ICs such as plasma display application.
[1] However, the LIGBT exhibits a large turn-off time due to the stored charge in the n-drift region. In order to improve the switching speed, various LIGBTs have been reported such as segmented anode LIGBT and shorted-anode LIGBT (SA-LIGBT).
[2][3] The SA-LIGBT has fast switching speed by employing the n + shorted anode which provides an electron conduction path during turn-off so that the electron in the drift region can be extracted rapidly [2] However, the SA-LIGBT exhibits the negative differential resistance (NDR) regime, which results the unstable operation of the SA-LIGBT during the switching, due to the two different conduction mechanisms [3] In order to suppress the NDR regime, we have already proposed the separated shorted-anode LIGBT (SSA-LIGBT).
[4] The SSA-LIGBT suppresses the NDR regime effectively by employing the high resistive n-drift region as an electron conduction path. However, the 17 um of total anode length of SSA-LIGBT still has a large portion of total device area in consideration of the 20 um of n-drift region length.
The purpose of our work is to propose a new Separated SChottky Anode (SSCA)-LIGBT employing the Al/n-Si Schottky contact in order to decrease the anode region of the LIGBT without sacrificing the forward I-V characteristics and switching performance. We have successfully verified the SSCA-LIGBT and Ldiode employing the same SSCA structure by using the 2-D numerical simulation based on the experimental results extracted from the experiment of the SSA-LIGBT. Fig. 1 shows that the proposed SSCA-LIGBT is designed by eliminating the n+ anode region of SSA-LIGBT. The Al/n-Si Schottky barrier height (Φ B ) of SSCA structure is about 0.782 eV.
Device Structure and Operation Principle
[5] The proposed Ldiode is also designed by replacing the p+ anode region of conventional PIN with the SSCA. The equivalent circuits of SSCA-LIGBT, SSCA-Ldiode, SSA-LIGBT and PIN-Ldiode are presented in Fig 1 (c) . The hole current of SSA-LIGBT begins to be injected from the p+ anode when the voltage difference between the point A and anode (V A ) increases above the 0.7V due to the electron current flowing through n-buffer region (R buffer ) and n-drift region (R drift ).
[4] However, the electron current in the SSCA structure flows through the Schottky barrier (Φ B ), which is the potential barrier of the electron current, besides n-buffer region and n-drift region so that V A of SSCA increases more than that of SSA at the same electron current level, which suppresses effectively the negative differential resistance (NDR) regime without additional increase of anode area. 
Simulation and Experimental Results
The forward I-V characteristics are shown in Fig. 2 . It should be noted that the Schottky barrier of SSCA eliminates the negative resistance regime of SSA. Fig. 3 shows the hole current of SSCA-LIGBT and SSA-LIGBT according to current levels shown in Fig 2. When the anode current is at B, the hole current is injected from the p+ anode of SSCA-LIGBT as shown in Fig. 3 (a) while SSA-LIGBT still remains in MOS-like operation as shown in Fig. 3 (b) However, when the anode current increases to Fig. 4 shows that the negative resistance regime of SSA-LIGBT is dependent on R buffer and R drift , which are the function of L S and L P , respectively.[4] The SSCA-LIGBT does not exhibit any NDR regime at the 3 um of L S and 5 um of L P. The switching characteristics show that the turn-off time of SSCA-IGBT is comparable to that of SSA-LIGBT.
As shown in Fig. 5 , the forward voltage drop of the proposed SSCA-Ldiode is comparable to that of conventional PIN-Ldiode due to the hole injection of p+ anode as the same operation principle of SSCA-LIGBT described above. However, in the reverse blocking mode, the p+ anode improves the depletion curvature which acts as a guard ring so that the breakdown voltage of SSCA-Ldiode increases rather than that of conventional Schottky Ldiode without the p+ anode. The reverse recovery current of SSCA-Ldiode is decreased due to the reduction of minority carrier injection into the drift region so that the turn-off time decreases.
Conclusion
The anode region of SSCA-LIGBT is successfully decreased without NDR regime and sacrificing the switching speed by employing Al/n-Si Schottky contact. The SSCA structure also considerably improves the reverse recovery and blocking capability of Ldiode. Therefore, the proposed SSCA structure is promising anode structure of both the LIGBT and Ldiode for high speed power integrated circuit. 
